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Topics in Mathematics Education: Early Algebra Learning, Spring 2012 (15:254:592) 

HYBRID COURSE (Index # 77453) 
On-Campus Full Class Meeting Dates: 1/17, 1/31, 2/7, 2/21, 2/28, 3/6, 4/17, 4/24, 5/1 

Tuesday, 4:30-7:10, Murray Hall Room 113 
Graduate School of Education, 10 Seminary Place 

Alice Alston, Instructor  
 

CONTACT INFO 
Instructor Alice Alston alston@rci.rutgers.edu 

 
(609) 937-2556 
 

  
OFFICE HOURS 

Tuesdays (on-campus dates only), 2:30-4:30 or by appointment 
 

OBJECTIVES 
This Topics course is designed to provide participants with opportunities to think deeply about 
the development of algebraic ideas among upper elementary and middle school students in urban 
and working class schools. Course activities will blend in-person, on-campus sessions for the 
whole class and working analysis sessions for subgroups with interactions done asynchronously 
online through a course web site.  On-campus activities will include working as a class on 
mathematical problem-solving tasks involving fundamental algebraic ideas developed within the 
RBDIL research projects and considering how K-12 students might engage mathematically as 
they build solutions to similar problems.  
 
The online course work will include studying video clips from the Video Mosaic Collaborative 
repository that have been selected from the video archives of RBDIL research studies. Reading 
assignments will introduce participants to the theoretical perspectives about learning and 
teaching that have been the basis for the research of the Robert B. Davis Institute for Learning 
(RBDIL) during the past two decades, particularly the work of the late Robert B. Davis.   Other 
readings will provide background about research in the development of algebraic thinking from 
the broader math education community.  Guidelines for engaging in reflection and discussion 
about the video clips and readings and their relevance to teaching practices will accompany the 
online discussion.  
 
The primary activity of the course will be an action research project involving the development 
of an on-line video-based presentation that traces some particularly relevant theme having to do 
with the development of algebraic reasoning, using the analytic tool that accompanies the VMC 
repository.   Class participants are encouraged to work in pairs to identify a particular topic – 
select and clip the appropriate video segments – and develop the accompanying descriptive 
narrative for their analytic. All course activities will be implemented within a context that 
includes consideration of implications drawn from research for instruction and in light of NCTM 
Standards. 
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
 
You are invited to be an active participant in all of the on-campus activities, the research project 
with your small group, and the web-based discussions and writing.  Successful completion of the 
course requires that you engage in all activities and submit all assignments. Requirements 
include that you: 
 
1. Attend all on-campus sessions, where you will engage as “learners” in the mathematical tasks 

that are captured in the video clips, learn about the VMC repository and how to use the 
analytic tool.   

 
2. Actively participate in online discussions as you engage with assignments (readings and 

videos) and respond to guiding questions as posted on the eCompanion course website. You 
are required to make at least one original posting and respond to at least two group member 
postings per week. 

 
3.  Be knowledgeable about and willing to discuss all the assigned readings, the context of your 

research project and that of your colleagues and shared video clip viewings.   
 
4.   Complete an Individual/Group Action Research Project. You will work with a partner on an 

action research presentation using the VMC analytic tool to develop a descriptive video-
based narrative about students’ algebraic reasoning using video clips and accompanying 
materials from the VMC repository. These sets of clips have been selected and edited from 
four research studies of students in urban and working class classrooms and interview 
settings.  
a. Early Algebraic Ideas Involving One Variable (Kenilworth Project 6th grade). 

Dissertation research; Kathy Spang. 
b.   Early Algebraic Ideas Involving Two Variables (Kenilworth Project 6th grade). 

Dissertation research; Patty Giordano. 
c. Early Algebraic Ideas Involving Function Problems (Plainfield IML, Cohort Two, 7th 

grade, focusing primarily on Ariel and James). Dissertation research: Praschant Baldev.   
 
 As a part of your analytic, you will be expected to prepare transcripts for each clip that you 

include, which you will cut from the transcripts provided on the repository.  We will share 
our analytics with the entire class in the final sessions.  

 
5.   Complete a short (1-2 pages) reflection paper about your work in this course.  This will be 

the final assignment and due on May 11 at the latest. You should reflect on your knowledge 
of the mathematics, how students learn, and implications for teaching with regard to NCTM 
Standards. You may review your postings on the course web site and notes from problem 
solving and sharing of solutions as you develop your reflective assessment, which should be 
about one to two pages in length. 
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TENTATIVE COURSE OUTLINE AND ASSIGNMENTS 

(Task selection and reading assignments may be modified as we “construct” the course.) 
 
 

1/17/2012 

ON-CAMPUS 

Class Activities: Introduction to the course and discussion about our 
perceptions about Algebra. Review syllabus and discuss course requirements. 
Investigate “First Classical Lesson” activities.  (Kathy Spang’s research.) 

Assignments – representative readings related to Robert B. Davis : 
(1) From R. Davis (1984). Learning Mathematics: the Cognitive Science 

Approach to Mathematics Education. Ablex. New Jersey. 
a.  “Mathematics” and “Mathematics Education”. Chapter 1. 
b.  The ‘Paradigm’ Teaching Strategy. Chapter 21. 

(2) From R. Davis, C. Maher & N. Noddings (1990). Constructivist Views on 
the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics. JRME Monograph #4. 
Chapter 7. Discovery Learning and Constructivism. 

1/25/2012 

ONLINE 
ASSIGNMENT 

Online Activities:  
For all class participants - Respond to the guiding questions to be posted 
online for engagement in threaded discussion about the assigned readings, the 
video clips and the problem activities.  Your first individual response to the 
questions is to be posted before Tuesday, January 25, and at least two 
responses to the comments of others in the class should be posted by 
Monday, Jan. 30.  

Assigned video clips for class discussion: 
Early Algebra Ideas Involving One Variable – Clips 1 through 11 

1/31/2012 

ON-CAMPUS 

Class Activity:  Learn about – and how to build – an analytic using the 
VMC analytic tool. 
 
Special assignment (due Feb. 21): Create short “pilot test” analytic from the 
first video clips that you have been watching. 
 
Assigned readings for class discussion: 
(1) JRME Monograph #4. Noddings. Chapter 1. Constructivism in 

Mathematics Education. 
(2) Algebra Core Content Standards  

 
2/07/2012 

ON-CAMPUS 

(note just one 
week later) 

Class Activities:  Discussion about Constructivism from the perspective of 
Davis’s approach.   

Truth Tables and Guess My Rule Problems. (Patty Giordono’s research.) 

Assignment – readings and respond online to guiding questions: 
SREB Report (2000). Getting Students Ready for Algebra 1: What 
middle grades students need to know and be able to do. 
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2/14/2012 

ON-LINE 

ASSIGNMENT 

Respond to the guiding questions to be posted online about Davis’s activities 
and philosophical perspectives as articulated in the articles that we are 
reading.  First individual response before Tuesday, Feb. 14, and at least two 
responses to other comments by Monday, February 20.  

Assigned video clips for class discussion: 
Early Algebra Ideas Involving Two Variables – Clips 1 through 14 
 
Assignment – readings and respond online to guiding questions: 
Davis, R. B. (1992). Understanding ‘understanding’. The Journal of 
Mathematical Behavior, 11, 225-241. 
 

2/21/2012 

ON-CAMPUS 

Class Activity: Share individual “pilot analytics”.  Be prepared to discuss 
your reasons for selecting the particular clips – what were the particular 
significant events that you recognized – and what might be the focus for 
using your analytic.  Think about how you might expand your analytic – 
especially since studying the next set of video clips? 

Assigned Readings for class discussion:  
Davis (1994) What mathematics should students learn? The Journal of 
Mathematical Behavior, 13(1), 3 - 33. 

Assigned video clips for class discussion: 
Early Algebra Ideas Involving Two Variables – Clips 15 through 18 
 

2/28/2012 

ON-CAMPUS 

(Note these 3 
Tuesday 
sessions in a 
row!) 

Class Activities:  Function problems building from our earlier Guess My 
Rule activities to the series of function problems, including the Ladder and 
Museum Problems.  (Prashant Baldev’s research.) 

Assignments – readings, and respond online to guiding questions: 
(1) Alston, A., Pedrick, L., Morris, K. & Basu, R. (In 2011). Lesson study as 

a tool for developing teachers’ close attention to students’ mathematical 
thinking. In L. Hart, A. Alston and A. Murato (Eds.) Lesson Study 
Research and Practice in Mathematics Education: Learning Together. 
Dordrecht. Springer. 

(2) Scanlon, D. (1995). Algebra is cool: Reflections on a changing pedagogy 
in an urban setting. In D. Schifter (Ed.) What’s Happening in Math 
Class? Envisioning New Practices through Teacher Narratives. Vol. 
One.  New York. Teachers College Press.  

 
Assigned video clips for class discussion: 
Early Algebra Ideas Involving Function Rules – Clips 1 through 12  

3/06/2012 

ON-CAMPUS 

Class Activity:  Group discussion of the video clips – Decisions about 
analytic teams, assignments and scheduling small group meetings. 
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Weeks of :   
3/13, 3/27, 
4/17, 4/24 

 

Project group 
meetings 

ON-CAMPUS 

By arrangement 

 Activities:  During the weeks listed above from 3/13 through 4/24, each 
subgroup is to make appointments with me to address the following: 

1. The entire subgroup will meet to outline your approach and discuss 
preliminary ideas about your project 

2. Each pair will meet with me to discuss your progress – and share 
tentative selection of episodes and focus for descriptive narratives. 

3. The entire subgroup will meet to share selected episodes and address 
issues involved in finalizing the VMC analytics. 

 

 
5/01 and 
5/08/2012 

ON-CAMPUS 

Class Activity: Sharing Analytics 

  

5/11/2011 

ON-CAMPUS 

Reflection Paper and final analytic  DUE 

 
As a general guideline for engaging in online discussions, we offer a few words on 
“Netiquete.”  This is drawn from Palloff, R. M., & Pratt, K. (1999). Building learning 
communities in cyberspace. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, p. 101.  
 

• Check the discussion frequently and respond appropriately and on the subject 

• Focus on one subject per message and use pertinent, informative, and not-too-long 
subject titles 

• Capitalize words only to highlight a point or for titles. Capitalizing otherwise is generally 
viewed as SHOUTING 

• Be professional and careful with your online interaction 

• Cite all quotes, references, and sources 

• When posting a long message, it is generally considered courteous to warn readers at the 
beginning of the message that is a lengthy post 

• It is inappropriate to forward someone else’s message(s) without their permission 

• Use humor carefully. The absence of face-to-face cues can cause humor to be 
misinterpreted as criticism or flaming (angry, antagonistic criticism). Feel free to use 
emoticons such as :-) or ;-) to let others know that you’re being humorous. 
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